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Abstract
Proponents of the extended mind have suggested that phenomenal transparency may be
important to the way we evaluate putative cases of cognitive extension. In particular,
it has been suggested that in order for a bio-external resource to count as part of
the machinery of the mind, it must qualify as a form of transparent equipment or
transparent technology. The present paper challenges this claim. It also challenges
the idea that phenomenological properties can be used to settle disputes regarding
the constitutional (versus merely causal) status of bio-external resources in episodes
of extended cognizing. Rather than regard phenomenal transparency as a criterion for
cognitive extension, we suggest that transparency is a feature of situations that support
the ascription of certain cognitive/mental dispositional properties to both ourselves
and others. By directing attention to the forces and factors that motivate disposition
ascriptions, we arrive at a clearer picture of the role of transparency in arguments
for extended cognition and the extended mind. As it turns out, transparency is neither
necessary nor sufficient for cognitive extension, but this does not mean that it is entirely
irrelevant to our understanding of the circumstances in which episodes of extended
cognizing are apt to arise.
Keywords Extended cognition · Extended mind · Phenomenal transparency ·
Mechanism · Disposition
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1 Introduction
According to proponents of the extended mind, “the physical machinery that realizes
some of an individual agent’s cognitive processes and mental states can, under humanly
attainable conditions, include elements and devices located beyond the bounds of skin
and skull” (Clark, 2015, p. 3757).1 This claim is sometimes made about explanatory
kinds that are relevant to folk psychology (e.g., extended states of dispositional belief),
while in other cases it is directed to explanatory kinds that are relevant to cognitive
science (e.g., extended memory, extended problem-solving, etc.).2 In both cases, however, there is a recognition that bio-external resources (e.g., a smartphone, a notebook,
a mixed reality device, and so on) can become incorporated into an individual’s cognitive system, such that the resource in question is just as much a part of the machinery
of the mind as is a biological brain region, such as the hippocampus or the visual
cortex.
The question, of course, is what motivates this shift in the status of a bio-external
resource? What is it that determines when some bio-external resource, such as a
smartphone, makes the transition from a mere tool (something we use to scaffold
our thinking) to a genuine mind part (something that forms the material fabric of our
thinking)? In response to this question, it has been suggested that there is a certain phenomenology associated with cognitive extension. In particular, it has been suggested
that in order for a resource to be a proper constituent of an individual’s cognitive
system it should disappear from the conscious apprehension of the user, such that
the user is no longer aware of the resource as an independent object (see Wheeler,
2019). The phenomenological property that is in play here is what we will call phenomenal transparency. It is the form of transparency3 that is commonly associated
with philosophical discussions of tool use, particularly those arising from the work
of phenomenological philosophers such as Heidegger (1927) and Merleau-Ponty
(1945). Consider, for example, the case of the skilled carpenter who, while using a
hammer, has no conscious apprehension of the hammer as an independent object.
Rather than being aware of the hammer, the focus of attention for the carpenter is the
task-at-hand—the hammer is no more the object of awareness for the carpenter than is
the hand that wields the hammer. In such cases, the hammer is said to be transparentin-use. It is ‘transparent’ in the sense that the carpenter ‘sees through’ the hammer to
whatever carpentry-related task is being performed; they do not perceive the hammer
as an independent object. The carpenter is, of course, performing a physical task, as
opposed to a cognitive task; nevertheless, the same sort of idea underlies the appeal
to transparency in an active externalist context. Once incorporated into a cognitive
routine, bio-external resources are sometimes said to be a form of “transparent equipment” or “transparent technology” (Clark, 2003). They are transparent in the same
1 See Clark and Chalmers (1998) and Clark (2008a) for canonical treatments of this idea.
2 As a terminological note, we use the term “extended mind” to refer to situations involving folk psycho-

logical kinds (e.g., states of dispositional belief) and the term “extended cognition” to refer to situations
involving cognitive scientific kinds (e.g., extended problem-solving). The term “cognitive extension” is
used to refer to both extended cognition and the extended mind.
3 Phenomenal transparency is to be distinguished from other forms of transparency that have been discussed
in the philosophical literature. For more on this, see Andrada et al. (2022).
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way that the carpenter’s hammer is transparent: In both cases, the user ‘sees through’
the bio-external resource to the (physical/cognitive) task at hand; they do not attend
to the resource as an independent object, nor do they attend to the details of their
interaction with the resource.
While phenomenal transparency is a long-standing feature of the active externalist literature,4 the nature of its relationship to cognitive extension remains unclear.
Our aim in the present paper is to advance our understanding of this relationship. In
Sect. 2, we survey the various appeals that have been made to transparency within
the active externalist literature. In Sect. 3, we turn our attention to some of the problems that confront the effort to cast transparency as a criterion for cognitive extension.
Finally, in Sect. 4, we present a theoretical account that seeks to explicate the role
of transparency in arguments for extended cognition and the extended mind. Such
an account, we suggest, helps us understand why phenomenal transparency might be
deemed important for cognitive extension, even though it plays no role as a criterion
for cognitive extension.

2 Cognitive extension and transparency
A number of theorists have suggested that transparency is relevant to cognitive
extension (Clark, 2003, 2008a, 2015; Heersmink, 2015; Kirsh, 2019; Piredda & Di
Francesco, 2020; Wheeler, 2019). Clark (2003), for example, makes a distinction
between what he calls transparent and opaque technologies,5 with transparent technologies serving as the better candidates for cognitive incorporation.
In later work, Clark suggests that transparency is a subjective marker of cognitive
incorporation, one that can be put to use in distinguishing genuine cases of cognitive
extension from those of the more ersatz variety. The reason for this, Clark suggests:
[…] is because typical extended mind scenarios rely upon fluid unreflective use as
one of the markers of incorporation into my own extended cognitive architecture,
thus distinguishing true incorporation from mere—even if careful—tool use.
(Clark, 2015, p. 3373)
Transparency also figures as part of Clark’s response to one of the objections raised
against the extended mind. This objection is what is commonly known as the Otto
2-Step (Clark, 2008a, p. 80). It concerns the claim that two individuals—Otto and
Inga—can be said to possess the dispositional (or standing) belief that The Museum
of Modern Art (MoMA) is located on 53rd Street, even though the storage and retrieval
of belief-relevant information varies across the two individuals (while Otto relies on
a trusty notebook to retrieve information about MoMA’s location, Inga relies on her
4 For recent overviews of work in this area, see Andrada (2020, 2021), Wheeler (2019), and Facchin

(2022).
5 According to Clark (2003, p. 37): “A transparent technology is a technology that is so well fitted to, and

integrated with, our own lives, biological capacities, and projects as to become […] almost invisible in use.
An opaque technology, by contrast, is one that keeps tripping the user up, requires skills and capacities
that do not come naturally to the biological organism, and thus remains the focus of attention even during
routine problem-solving activity.”
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bio-memory). The Otto 2-Step challenges the idea that Otto ought to be credited with
the dispositional belief that MoMA is on 53rd Street. According to the objection: “All
Otto actually believes (in advance) is that the address is in the notebook. That’s the
belief (step 1) that leads to the looking (step 2) that then leads to the (new) belief about
the actual street address” (Clark, 2008a, p. 80). The worry, then, is that Otto does not
possess the belief pertaining to the location of MoMA; rather, his belief pertains to
the location of MoMA-related information.
In response to this worry, Clark makes an explicit appeal to transparency:
[…] to the worry that all that Otto really believes before consulting the notebook
is that the address might perhaps be in the notebook, we reply that the notebook
is consulted automatically and accessed without conscious deliberation, just like
Inga’s biological recall. In this way, the notebook (like biological memory) functions as transparent equipment in a broadly speaking Heideggerian (1927/1961)
sense. (Clark, 2005, pp. 2–3)
Here we can see how the notion of transparency is being invoked to address one of
the criticisms that has been directed at the extended mind. In essence, the idea is that
transparency helps to ensure that Otto is in possession of one sort of dispositional
belief (i.e., the belief that MoMA is on 53rd Street) as opposed to another sort of
dispositional belief (i.e., the belief that MoMA-related information can be found within
the notebook). We can, of course, question the success of this particular response to
the Otto 2-Step (see Wikforss, 2014); for present purposes, however, the point is that
transparency seems to be playing a rather important role in arguments for the extended
mind. In the absence of transparency, the door appears to be open to an alternative folk
psychological characterization of the Otto notebook case, one that is largely inimical
to claims of cognitive extension.
All this suggests that transparency might be of criterial relevance to cognitive extension. In respect of this issue, Wheeler (2019) suggests that we can regard transparency
as either necessary or sufficient for cognitive extension, but he demurs from the idea
that transparency is sufficient for cognitive extension on the grounds that no one
subscribes to this view. What we are left with, then, is the idea that transparency is
necessary for cognitive extension. Call this the transparency constraint. Here is how
Wheeler presents the transparency constraint:
[…] given a situation in which an organic human being is using a tool, the
transparency of that tool when in use is necessary for it to be a genuine part of
that individual’s mental machinery—if the tool is not transparent, then what we
confront is not a case of extended cognition. (Wheeler, 2019, p. 862)
Supporters of the transparency constraint include Thompson and Stapleton (2009).
Their characterization of the constraint differs from that provided by Wheeler, but the
general idea remains the same:
For anything external to the body’s boundary to count as a part of the cognitive
system it must function transparently in the body’s sense-making interactions
with the environment. (Thompson & Stapleton, 2009, p. 29)
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Both these quotations express a commitment to the idea that transparency is necessary
for cognitive extension. They also highlight a particular role for transparency—one
that Wheeler (2019, p. 859) refers to as a “constituency condition.” The idea here is that
transparency helps us determine when some bio-external resource forms a proper part
(or constituent) of an individual’s cognitive system. In the absence of transparency,
the bio-external resource amounts to nothing more than a mere tool with which an
individual interacts.
Despite the various appeals to transparency within the active externalist literature,
the relationship between transparency and cognitive extension remains obscure. As
we have seen, some theorists have explicitly endorsed the idea that transparency is of
criterial relevance to cognitive extension (e.g., Thompson & Stapleton, 2009). Other
theorists, however, have suggested a somewhat weaker link between transparency and
cognitive extension. Clark (2008a), for example, appears to distance himself from the
transparency constraint when he writes that:
Experience is, of course, no more than a clue. I do not mean, here or elsewhere, to
advance any arguments of the form ‘it seems to us as if we are/are not cognitively
extended; therefore, we are/are not cognitively extended’! (Clark, 2008a, p. 238)
In this case, phenomenological considerations appear to be no more than an indication
(a “clue”) as to the presence of cognitive extension. The problem with such proposals
is that they leave us none the wiser as to the sort of role that transparency is playing in
arguments for extended cognition and the extended mind. If transparency is relevant
to cognitive extension, but this relevance is not to be understood as a form of criterial
relevance (i.e., as a necessary or sufficient condition), then what sort of relevance is
it?
We thus confront a problem regarding the link between transparency and cognitive
extension. Should this link be construed as a form of criterial relevance, such that
transparency is necessary for cognitive extension? If not, then how should we understand the appeal to transparency in the active externalist literature? What is motivating
such appeals, and why might they be important?
In Sect. 4, we will hazard a response to these questions by outlining a particular approach to understanding cognitive extension. Before that, however, it is worth
looking at some of the problems that confront the appeal to transparency in the active
externalist literature. In the next section (Sect. 3), we review some of the reasons why
transparency ought not to be seen as a (necessary) criterion for cognitive extension.
We also raise doubts about the idea that transparency ought to be understood along the
lines of a constituency condition; i.e., as something that enables us to determine when
some bio-external resource ought to be seen as part of the machinery of the mind, or
as a constituent of an individual’s cognitive system.
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3 Problems with transparency
3.1 Mechanistic constitution
How ought we to understand the appeal to transparency in the active externalist literature? One possibility is that transparency is a distinctive feature of cognitive extension,
one that is not encountered in cases of so-called embedded cognition (see Rupert,
2004). As noted by Wheeler (2019), the contrast between extended and embedded
cognition is one that is typically understood with respect to constitutional and causal
claims:
[…] in cases of extended cognition, the machinery of mind stretches beyond the
skull and skin, in the sense that certain external elements are, like an individual’s
neurons, genuine constituents of the material realizers of that individual’s cognitive states and processes […] By contrast, in cases of what is now often called
embedded cognition, the machinery of mind remains internal, but the performance of that inner mental machinery is causally scaffolded in significant ways
by certain external factors. (Wheeler, 2019, p. 861)
It seems, then, that there is an important difference between extended and embedded
cognition. Whereas the proponents of embedded cognition insist that all forms of
cognitive extension can be understood with respect to the notion of causal relevance—
the idea that bio-external resources exert a merely causal influence on cognitive states
and processes—the proponents of extended cognition insist that there is something
more than causal relevance at play in cases of cognitive extension. In particular, a
distinctive feature of arguments for extended cognition and the extended mind is that
bio-external resources can, at times, form a proper part of the material fabric that
realizes cognitive states and processes. They are, in the words of Wheeler (2019,
p. 857), “a constitutive part of our cognitive machinery.”
But what might it mean for a resource to count as a constitutive part of our cognitive machinery? One way of responding to this question is to turn our attention to
work in so-called neo-mechanical philosophy, especially that which focuses on theories of mechanistic explanation (Craver, 2007b; Glennan, 2017; Glennan & Illari,
2018a). From a mechanistic standpoint, cognitive phenomena (e.g., cognitive states
and processes) are explained by detailing the mechanisms that are responsible for those
phenomena. What it means for a mechanism to be responsible for a phenomenon varies
according to the type of (mechanistic) explanation that is provided for the phenomenon
(see Kaiser & Krickel, 2017). In etiological (or causal) mechanistic explanations, the
goal is to identify the mechanism that exerts a causal influence on the explanandum
phenomenon (e.g., the mechanism that causes the phenomenon to occur). This contrasts with constitutive mechanistic explanations, where the goal is to identify the
mechanism that constitutes, underlies, or realizes the explanandum phenomenon. In
addition to this distinction between causal and constitutive explanation, there is a
corresponding distinction between two forms of explanatory relevance (see Craver,
2007a). Etiological mechanistic explanations are thus concerned with issues of causal
relevance—they seek to identify the objects and activities that exert a causal influence
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on the to-be-explained phenomenon. Constitutive mechanistic explanations, by contrast, are concerned with issues of constitutive relevance. They seek to identify the
objects and activities that serve as the constituents (or components) of a mechanism.
It is by discerning such objects/activities, and charting their interactions with one
another, that we come to understand the mechanistic basis of a phenomenon—how a
phenomenon is realized by an interacting nexus of material objects.6
Inasmuch as we accept the idea that extended cognition ought to be understood
from a mechanistic standpoint—i.e., as a claim about the constitutive relevance of bioexternal resources to cognitive phenomena—then we have a relatively straightforward
means of understanding the disagreement between extended and embedded theorists.7
Extended theorists insist that bio-external resources are, on occasion, constitutively
relevant to cognitive phenomena and are thus bona fide constituents of the mechanisms
that realize those phenomena. Embedded theorists, by contrast, insist that bio-external
resources are merely causally relevant to cognitive phenomena—such resources may
exert a causal influence on the mechanisms that realize cognitive phenomena, but they
ought not to be seen as the constituents of such mechanisms. This dispute, it should
be clear, is really one about the constitutive relevance of bio-external resources. If
we were able to determine that bio-external resources were, indeed, constitutively
relevant to cognitive phenomena, then the debate would be settled in favor of the
active externalist camp (see Kaplan, 2012).
To the extent that phenomenal transparency has any bearing on this debate, it must
be because transparency is relevant to the distinction between constitutive and causal
relevance. Accordingly, the transparency constraint might be cast as a criterion of
constitutive relevance: In order for a bio-external resource to count as a bona fide
constituent of a cognitive mechanism, it must meet the conditions of phenomenal
transparency; that is to say, the resource must be transparent-in-use. If this is not
the case, then the resource is not so much a constituent of the mechanism as it is a
causally-relevant factor that influences the operation of that mechanism.
Unfortunately, there are reasons to think that this approach to transparency cannot
be correct. The problem relates to the generality of constitutive relevance—the fact
that issues of constitutive relevance arise in respect of all mechanisms, not just those of
the (extended) cognitive variety. The causal/constitutive distinction is thus something
that applies to explanatory contexts where the appeal to transparency makes little or
no sense. Consider, for example, that the notion of constitutive relevance is just as
6 See Craver (2007a), for more on the distinction between constitutive and causal relevance. For a discussion

of constitutive/causal relevance in an active externalist context, see Kaplan (2012). For a recent philosophical
account of constitutive relevance, see Craver et al. (2021).
7 This assumes, of course, that mechanistic concepts are applicable to our understanding of extended

cognition and the extended mind. Support for this idea stems from the terminology used by the proponents
of active externalism—consider, for example, Wheeler’s (2019) reference to cognitive/mental machinery.
It also stems from the emphasis assigned to explanatory practices as a means of understanding cognitive
extension (Fazekas, 2013; Hurley, 2010). Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there is a general sense
that the notion of extended cognition is best understood with respect to what have been dubbed extended
(Clark, 2011; Hurley, 2010; Kaplan, 2012; Smart, 2022; Zednik, 2011), wide (Miłkowski et al., 2018) or
supersized (Clark, 2008a) mechanisms. The idea here is that a cognitive process ought to be seen as extended
if it is realized by an extended (wide or supersized) mechanism, where an extended mechanism is one that
includes resources that lie external to the cranial/corporeal boundary.
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applicable to the mechanistic explanation of social and astrophysical phenomena as it
is to the mechanistic explanation of cognitive phenomena (Illari & Williamson, 2012;
Ylikoski, 2018). This presents us with a significant problem: Inasmuch as we are able
to resolve issues of constitutive relevance in respect of non-cognitive phenomena, then
it is hard to see why transparency ought to be seen as a prerequisite for constitutional
claims. It would make no sense, for example, to insist on transparency in the case of
astrophysical mechanisms. Similarly, it would make no sense to insist on transparency
in the case of mechanisms with so-called designed-and-built etiologies (Glennan &
Illari, 2018a). If we can determine that a piston forms part of the propulsive mechanism
for a conventional automobile, and we can do so without an appeal to transparency, then
it must be possible for us to resolve issues of constitutive relevance without invoking the
notion of transparency. But, if that is the case, then it is hard to see why transparency
ought to be understood as something like a “constituency condition” for cognitive
extension (see Wheeler, 2019, p. 859). It is possible that the notion of a constituency
condition ought to be understood in some other way; i.e., in a way that does not appeal
to constitutive relevance. But given the widespread appeal to mechanisms, machinery,
and the causal/constitutive framing of the debate between extended and embedded
theorists (see above), it is difficult to know what this alternative interpretation might
be.
3.2 Exotic forms of cognitive extension
For the most part, debates about extended cognition and the extended mind have been
oriented to the realm of human cognizing. In particular, the majority of debates and discussions limit their focus to situations where human individuals are interacting with
one or more bio-external resources. These are what we might call human-centered
forms of cognitive extension. They are human-centered in the sense that the subject of extension—the entity whose cognitive states and processes are deemed to be
extended—is the biologically-bounded human individual.
Human-centered forms of cognitive extension are not, however, the only forms
of cognitive extension that have been discussed in the philosophical and cognitive
scientific literature. Other forms of cognitive extension include those centered on
plants (Parise et al., 2020), spiders (Japyassú & Laland, 2017; Smart et al., 2010),
slime moulds (Sims & Kiverstein, 2022), and non-biological Artificial Intelligence
(AI) systems (Smart, 2018). It should be clear that these forms of cognitive extension
present a significant problem for those who deem transparency to be necessary for
cognitive extension. It is, in particular, difficult to see how we might apply the notion
of transparency to something like a spider—an entity whose phenomenology (if it has
any) is inaccessible to us.
As with the foregoing discussion of constitutive relevance, the presence of exotic
(or, at any rate, non-human) forms of cognitive extension challenges the idea that
transparency ought to be seen as necessary for cognitive extension. Insofar as we allow
for the possibility of non-human forms of cognitive extension, then it seems that some
species of extended cognizing can be discerned without the appeal to transparency.
But, if that is the case, then it is hard to see why we ought to accept the transparency
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constraint. If the goal is to determine whether some extra-organismic resource forms
part of the cognitive machinery of some entity, and we can resolve this issue without
the appeal to transparency in the case of non-human entities, then what is the basis
for insisting on transparency in those situations where the subject of extension just so
happens to be a human individual?
We could, of course, reject the possibility of non-human forms of cognitive extension. Alternatively, we could try to alter the scope of the transparency constraint,
limiting it to the realm of human (personal-level8 ) cognizing. To our mind, neither of
these strategies are likely to work. While we might want to contest the claims that have
been made about extended cognition in spiders, plants, and other entities; we surely do
not want to reject the mere possibility of non-human forms of cognitive extension. As
regards the second strategy, it is unclear why we would want to limit the transparency
constraint to the specific realm of human cognizing. (Presumably, this cannot have
anything to do with the fact that the transparency constraint can only be evaluated in
human contexts.) To our mind, both these strategies are apt to raise concerns about the
role of certain types of human experience in defining the scope of extended cognitive
science. Active externalism has done much to challenge the way we think about the
mind, encouraging us to abandon neurocentric and bio-chauvinistic prejudices in favor
of a more neutral perspective. Such contributions are both important and welcome,
but it would be unfortunate if the price of one form of neutrality were to be another
form of prejudice. If all we are doing is abandoning neurocentrism in exchange for a
highly dubious (and species-specific) form of experiential chauvinism, then perhaps
not so much has been gained.
Suppose, however, that we were to limit the notion of cognitive extension to the
realm of human (personal-level) cognizing. Would this actually help to address the
sort of worries raised by non-human forms of cognitive extension? To our mind, the
answer is “no.” To help us see this, consider the classic extended mind case involving
Otto and the notebook. On the one hand, we can certainly entertain assumptions
about Otto’s phenomenology, including the way Otto experiences his notebook. But,
then again, none of us really knows what it is like to be Otto. And what difference
does it make, in any case? Suppose that Otto is a philosophical zombie (see Kirk,
2015), devoid of any sort of phenomenology. Does this have any bearing on the extent
to which we can ascribe dispositional beliefs to Otto as a means of establishing a
folk psychological grip over his overt behavior? Likewise, what difference would it
make if Otto’s interactions with his notebook were not to be accompanied by the
phenomenal experience of transparency? Providing this makes no difference to Otto’s
overt behavior, is there a reason why our folk psychological glosses would be rendered
invalid in this situation? As noted in Sect. 2, transparency features as part of Clark’s
response to the Otto 2-Step. But the origins of this problem have more to do with
the granularity of folk psychological explanations9 and the conditions under which it
makes both social and subjective sense to credit individuals with certain (dispositional)
8 Note that a number of sub-personal forms of cognitive extension have been discussed in the literature
(Boem et al., 2021; Facchin et al., 2021). While we do not discuss these in the present paper, such forms of
cognitive extension are also apt to raise problems for the proponent of the transparency constraint.
9 See Chalmers’ discussion of this issue in the foreword to Clark (2008a, pp. xii–xiii).
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beliefs. Transparency is arguably important, here, especially when it comes to the
way we recognize ourselves as being in possession of certain abilities, beliefs, and
knowledge. But the overarching concern, here, is not so much transparency per se; it
is more that certain properties (beliefs, abilities, knowledge, etc.) are being ascribed to
particular individuals. Inasmuch as such properties can be ascribed in the absence of
transparency (or the absence of any sort of insight into phenomenological properties),
then the appeal to transparency looks to be beside the point.
3.3 Phenomenal parity and commonsense functionalism
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the epistemological implications
of active externalism. In particular, there has been a growing interest in the possibility
of extended knowledge—the idea that knowledge can stem from the operation of
extended cognitive processes, or that epistemic states can be extended in precisely the
same way as states of dispositional belief (see Carter et al., 2018a). Interestingly, this
debate has sparked a renewed interest in transparency-related issues. According to
some theorists, extended knowledge is tied to issues of awareness, such that extended
knowers need to be aware of the reliability of their (extended) belief-forming processes
(see Pritchard, 2010). The problem with such proposals is that the epistemicallymotivated appeal to awareness threatens to undermine claims of cognitive extension.
With respect to the Otto notebook case, for example, Clark (2015) suggests that:
[…] the more he [Otto] is aware of such matters [e.g., the reliability of the beliefforming process], the less the notebook will seem to be playing the same kind
of functional role as biological memory. For […] our biological memory is not
typically subject to agentive scrutiny as a process at all, much less as one that
may or may not be reasonably judged to be reliable by the agent. (Clark, 2015,
p. 3763)
What we see here is an appeal to phenomenological criteria in evaluating putative
cases of cognitive extension. In particular, it seems as though the phenomenology of
the extended mind should approximate that of the non-extended mind, such that if
a bio-external resource (e.g., a notebook) is to count as a constituent of an extended
mind, then it ought to be experienced in much the same way as we experience our own
biologically-based cognitive machinery (e.g., our bio-memory system). The notion
of “experience” is, of course, somewhat broader than the notion of transparency;
nevertheless, transparency does appear to be one of the factors that figures in this call
for phenomenal parity. Clark (2003), for example, suggests that:
Transparent technologies are those tools that become so well fitted to, and
integrated with, our own lives and projects that they are […] pretty much
invisible-in-use. These tools or resources are usually no more the object of our
conscious thought and reason than is the pen with which we write, the hand
that holds it while writing, or the various neural subsystems that form the grip
and guide the fingers. All three items, the pen, the hand, and the unconsciously
operating neural mechanisms, are pretty much on a par. And it is this parity
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that ultimately blurs the line between the intelligent system and its best tools for
thought and action. (Clark, 2003, pp. 28–29; emphasis added)
In one sense, there is nothing problematic about any of this: we are simply relying
on phenomenological criteria to evaluate putative cases of cognitive extension. There
is, however, a significant problem with the notion of phenomenal parity. The problem
relates to the functionalist flavor of arguments for the extended mind. In particular,
arguments for the extended mind are based on the idea that bio-external resources
should function in a manner that is compatible with the folk psychological apparatus
of thought ascription. What this means, in effect, is that a bio-external resource (e.g., a
notebook) should influence thought and action in the manner we typically expect of a
folk psychological state, such as a state of dispositional belief. If it does this, then the
resource’s functional role will approximate that of a purely brain-based resource such
as a bio-memory system, and it is this comparison with bio-memory that is driving
arguments for the extended mind: Given that we are perfectly content to accept biomemory as part of an individual’s cognitive system, then we ought to do the same
for a functionally-equivalent bio-external resource. Accordingly, we ought to judge
putative cases of cognitive extension (specifically, the extended mind) based on the
functional parity of the inner and outer resources.
The problem is that it is not entirely clear how this commitment to functional parity
relates to the earlier commitment to phenomenal parity. If what matters in extended
mind cases is simply the idea that some bio-external resource is influencing thought
and action in the manner we typically expect of a folk psychological kind (i.e., a
state of dispositional belief), then it is hard to see why we ought to be concerned
about the phenomenological peculiarities of whatever processes are associated with
the retrieval of belief-relevant information. As noted by Andrada (2021), it is far from
clear that phenomenal differences will always translate into functional differences,
such that all forms of phenomenal divergence will have a bearing on issues of functional
parity. Providing the notebook entries provide us with a folk psychological grip over
Otto’s actual and counterfactual behavior, then the notebook will count as a bona fide
constituent of Otto’s extended mind. In this case, the presence/absence of transparency
looks to be of little consequence. To echo one of the points mentioned above (see
Sect. 3.2), we can ask ourselves whether our intuitions about the Otto case would
be any different if Otto’s behavior should remain the same despite the absence of
transparency? It is hard to see why this should be so, especially since we are being
asked to disregard or paper over any number of other differences between the two
protagonists of the Otto case (i.e., Otto and Inga).10
Let us return to Clark’s worry about the appeal to awareness in the context of claims
about extended knowledge. Clark’s worry, recall, is that the “more [Otto] is aware of
such matters, the less the notebook will seem to be playing the same kind of functional
role as biological memory” (Clark, 2015, p. 3763). What Clark seems to be suggesting
here is that we ought to see phenomenal parity as a component of functional parity. That
is to say, what it means for the notebook to fulfill the functional role of a bio-memory
10 In respect of this issue, Clark (2011, p. 451) suggests that we ought to ignore a number of experimentallydocumented features of bio-memory, such as primacy and recency effects. Such effects, Clark suggests, are
irrelevant to the sort of functional role that motivates claims about the extended mind.
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system is that it is encountered as a form of transparent equipment. This, however, is
a highly contentious claim. It is, in particular, unclear whether phenomenological talk
is really compatible with the notion of a functional role. Is it appropriate, for example,
to suggest that part of the functional role of a memory system is that it be transparentin-use? To our mind, this seems to stretch the notion of a functional role beyond the
limits of what is suggested by extended functionalism—the sort of functionalism that
is favored by proponents of the extended mind (Clark, 2008b; Wheeler, 2010).
There are other reasons to be skeptical about the appeal to phenomenal parity.
Andrada (2021), for example, questions the extent to which our (folk-theoretic) understanding of memory is wedded to the notion of phenomenal transparency. In respect
of this issue, Andrada (2021) suggests that the core functional features of a memory
system are that it supports the selective storage and context-sensitive retrieval of information. This, she suggests, is perfectly compatible with a number of agential attitudes,
including ones where the agent is aware of the memory system and the reliability of
the information contained therein.
It is also worth considering the way that phenomenological issues have been
discussed in situations where epistemic concerns (e.g., the appeal to extended knowledge) are not particularly paramount. Consider, for example, the way that Clark and
Chalmers (1998) discuss one point of phenomenological divergence between Otto and
Inga:
[In Otto’s case] there is a distinctly perceptual phenomenology associated with
the retrieval of the information, whereas in Inga’s case there is not. But why
should the nature of an associated phenomenology make a difference to the
status of a belief? (Clark & Chalmers, 1998, p. 16)
The question that arises here is why phenomenological differences should matter in
the case of extended knowledge if we are already dismissing (or at least downplaying)
such differences in the case of extended belief? Clark (2015) suggests that the appeal
to agential attitudes, active scrutiny, conscious apprehension, and so on, creates a
point of tension in the debate over extended knowledge. To our mind, however, there
is another sort of tension at play here. It concerns the apparent inconsistency in claims
regarding the putative importance of phenomenological factors in arguments for the
extended mind. If it is indeed the case that perceptual phenomenology has no bearing on
arguments for the extended mind, then what is the basis for claiming that phenomenal
transparency ought to be treated any differently?
3.4 Now you see it; now you don’t
According to Wheeler (2019):
Taking transparency to be necessary for cognitive extension underlies a dynamic
version of ExM [the Extended Mind Hypothesis]. Minds grow beyond the skin
and shrink back to the boundary of the skin, depending, in part, on the phenomenological dynamics of our couplings with technology. When a tool is
transparent, that is a necessary condition met for its constitutive incorporation
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into the user’s mental machinery. When a tool becomes visible, due to, for example, damage or malfunction, or when, as in the case of some sensory substitution
subjects, a deliberate, conscious effort on the part of the user resets the mindworld boundary at the skin, that means that cognitive extension is no longer
operative. (Wheeler, 2019, p. 862)
As Wheeler notes, if transparency is necessary for cognitive extension then a temporary shift in transparency threatens to reset the borders of the mental machine, such
that an erstwhile constituent of one’s cognitive system suddenly assumes the status
of an external (non-incorporated) object. For the sake of convenience, let us dub this
the shifting boundaries thesis. What is crucial to this thesis is not so much the idea
that the borders of a cognitive system are apt to expand and contract in certain circumstances (for this is something that is already entailed by the notion of cognitive
extension). What is distinctive about the shifting boundaries thesis is that the borders
of a cognitive system are apt to vary according to the presence or absence of phenomenal transparency—or, as Wheeler puts it, minds grow and shrink according to the
“phenomenological dynamics of our couplings with technology.”
As noted by Wheeler, the shifting boundaries thesis follows from the transparency
constraint. Thus, if one subscribes to the view that transparency is necessary for
cognitive extension, then a shift in transparency will reconfigure the borders of the
mental/cognitive machine. Wheeler does not seem to regard this as particularly problematic: We should, he suggests, “be untroubled by the idea that each of us possesses
a dynamically growing and shrinking extended mind” (Wheeler, 2019, p. 862). From
our perspective, however, there are reasons to doubt the tenability of the shifting
boundaries thesis, and this leads to a possible reductio of the idea that transparency is
necessary for cognitive extension.
One reason to reject the shifting boundaries thesis stems from the purported link
between transparency and “constitutive incorporation”—the idea that transparency is
something that influences the extent to which some resource ought to be seen as part
of an individual’s cognitive/mental machinery. We have already subjected this idea to
critical scrutiny in earlier sections. Thus, in Sect. 3.1, we suggested that transparency
cannot serve as a criterion of constitutive relevance, and this raises doubts about its
status as a constituency condition. Does this mean that we are in a position to reject
the shifting boundaries thesis?
The answer to this question is complicated by the fact that there is a way of understanding the shifting boundaries thesis that is perfectly compatible with the notion of
constitutive relevance. This compatibility centers on the idea that one of the things
that can disrupt transparency is the presence of some sort of damage or malfunction.
To help us understand this, suppose you are using pen and paper resources to solve a
long multiplication problem.11 While you are actively engaged in the problem-solving
effort, the pen and paper resources are not at the forefront of your conscious awareness, and they thus qualify as transparent equipment. This will, of course, change if
something should go awry. If the pen should break, for example, your attention will be
drawn to it. In this situation, the pen no longer counts as transparent equipment, and
11 The use of pen and paper resources to solve long multiplication problems is a frequently cited example

of extended cognizing [e.g., Wilson and Clark (2009) and Wheeler (2010)].
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thus the pen no longer counts as a constituent of the multiplicative process, at least
according to the shifting boundaries thesis. As it turns out, this conclusion is correct,
but the reason it is correct has nothing to do with transparency. It is more that the
breaking of the pen disrupts the performance of the long multiplication routine and
thus the pen no longer qualifies as a constituent of the mechanism that realizes the
routine. While the pen is broken or lying idly on the desk, it is not part of a mechanism
that realizes a token instantiation of the long multiplication process; it only becomes
a constituent of such a mechanism when it is picked up and pressed into useful mathematical service. To be sure, then, a shift in transparency may accompany a change in
the borders and boundaries of a cognitive/mental machine, as when the performance
of an ongoing cognitive routine is interrupted due to damage or malfunction. But we
can understand this shift in mechanistic borders and boundaries without appealing
to the notion of transparency. The mistake here is to see a shift in transparency as
contributing to the a dissolution of an extended cognitive organization, when, in fact,
it is the (perhaps unexpected) dissolution of that organization that is prompting a shift
in transparency.
As noted in Sect. 3.1, it is possible that the notion of a constituency condition ought
to be understood in a way that does not appeal to constitutive relevance. Perhaps,
for example, the sort of constituency that Wheeler has in mind is better understood
with respect to the sorts of things that make us the particular cognitive agents we are.
Something would thus count as part of me (and thus part of my cognitive system) if
it played a role in supporting the various cognitive/mental properties (e.g., cognitive
abilities, beliefs, and knowledge) that are the features of my own cognitive/mental
character.12 Perhaps, then, we can make sense of the link between transparency and
constituency via the sort of ‘parthood’ that is at play when it comes to subjective
assessments of our own abilities, beliefs, and knowledge. If I deem myself able to
solve long multiplication problems, and the exercise of this ability is one that relies on
the use of bio-external resources (e.g., pen and paper artifacts), then the bio-external
resources are clearly relevant to the sort of ability that I take myself to have. Divested
of those resources, I might well be bereft of my multiplicative capacities, and thus
the bio-external resources count as ‘part’ of me because they are part of the material
fabric that sustains my subjective sense of the sort of cognitive entity I am.
We will have more to say about this in Sect. 4; for present purposes, however, it
is worth bearing in mind that this alternative approach to constituency does not offer
much in the way of support for the shifting boundaries thesis. The primary problem
is that our sense of who and what we are appears to be resistant to temporary shifts in
transparency. Given the reliable presence of pen and paper resources, I may come to
regard myself as someone who is able to solve long multiplication problems. But this
sense of who I am (and what I can do) is not particularly affected by the sort of events
that are apt to prompt a shift in phenomenal transparency during the performance of
12 This is the sort of constituency that has surfaced in recent debates about the extended self. Clowes
(2020), for example, suggests that our sense of who and what we are is informed by the sorts of skills
and capacities that we take ourselves to have, but these skills and capacities may be ones that are tied to
the reliable presence of a rich array of bio-external resources. From this perspective, then, a bio-external
resource would count as ‘part’ of an individual’s cognitive system if it played a role in sustaining the
cognitive skills and capacities of that individual.
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a cognitive task. If the pen should break while I am engaged in a long multiplication
routine, then I can just get another. My sense of who I am, what I can do, and what I
know remains largely unaffected by these short-term shifts in my phenomenological
orientation to bio-external resources. If this is the sort of way we are being asked to
think about transparency (i.e., as something that informs our sense of who and what
we are as cognitive agents), then it seems that the shifting boundaries thesis cannot be
correct. And since the shifting boundaries thesis follows directly from the transparency
constraint, then the validity of the transparency constraint is itself called into question.

4 Understanding transparency: a working hypothesis
The previous section highlighted a number of problems for the idea that transparency
is necessary for cognitive extension. In the wake of these problems, we are inclined
to reject the transparency constraint. Transparency, we suggest, should not be seen as
necessary for cognitive extension.
A further problem relates to the idea that transparency can be used to resolve
disputes about the constitutive (versus merely causal) status of bio-external resources
(see Wheeler, 2019). Relative to the discussion in Sect. 3 (and, especially, Sect. 3.1),
we see little in the way of support for this idea. Inasmuch as we are to understand
cognitive extension from a broadly mechanistic perspective, then transparency cannot
be used as a criterion of constitutive relevance.
All this leave us with a problem: If transparency is not to be understood in criterial
terms (i.e., as a criterion for cognitive extension), and we also reject the idea that
transparency is relevant to constitutional matters, then how are we to understand the
appeal to transparency in the active externalist literature?
Our response to this challenge comes in the form of what we will call the dispositional hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, claims about extended cognition
and the extended mind can be understood in the following way: In cases of cognitive
extension, we ascribe a dispositional property13 (D) to an entity (E), but the manifestation/exercise of D is a phenomenon (P) that is subject to extended mechanistic
realization.14 What we mean by extended mechanistic realization is that the mechanism
(M) responsible for P includes components that lie beyond the borders/boundaries (B)
of E (i.e., beyond the borders/boundaries of the thing to which a dispositional property is ascribed). Applying this to the traditional target of active externalist theorizing,
namely, human-centered forms of cognitive extension, we arrive at the following:

13 Note that we are adopting a property-based approach to dispositions. That is to say, we are claiming that
dispositions are properties. This is consistent with the philosophical analysis of dispositions in a scientific
context [e.g., Hüttemann and Kaiser (2018)]. For an alternative approach to dispositions, see Mumford
(2009).
14 In particular, the phenomenon (P) is a constitutive mechanistic phenomenon: a process, event, state, or
other occurrent that is exhibited by a given entity, object, or system [see Kaiser and Krickel (2017)].
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– E: a human individual;
– D: a cognitive/mental dispositional property (e.g., a cognitive ability, cognitive
capacity, or dispositional belief);15
– P: a cognitive process or mental state; and
– B: the biological (skin/skull) boundary of the human individual.
The dispositional hypothesis is sufficiently generic to accommodate many of the
cases that have been discussed in the philosophical literature. In the case of the extended
mind, for example, D is a dispositional belief, and P refers to the process of retrieving information from a bio-external resource (e.g., a notebook). In other situations,
D corresponds to a cognitive ability, such as an ability to solve long multiplication
problems using pen and paper resources. In this case, we have a form of extended
cognizing due to the fact that the pen and paper resources are the constituents of a
mechanism (M) that is responsible for the realization of a multiplicative routine (P),
where the multiplicative routine corresponds to the manifestation (or exercise) of a
cognitive ability (D) that is ascribed to a particular human individual (E).
For reasons of space, we will not attempt to discuss the details of the dispositional
hypothesis in the present paper; our primary aim is to assess the extent to which this
hypothesis might be used to illuminate the link between phenomenal transparency
and cognitive extension.16 With this in mind, let us contrast two situations in which a
human individual is using a technological device to perform a cognitive task. In one
case (call it the fluent case), the user has some prior experience with the technological
device and uses it in a fluent and effortless manner. In the other case (call it the nonfluent case), the user has little or no prior experience with the device and struggles to
use it. Proficiency is thus one of the things that varies across the two cases. But given
that proficiency has been associated with transparency, let us also assume that the two
cases differ with respect to the presence of phenomenal transparency. Accordingly, let
us assume that the technological device counts as transparent equipment in the fluent
case, while, in the non-fluent case, it fails to count as transparent equipment.
Inasmuch as we want to claim that the fluent case ought to be seen as a bona fide
form of extended cognizing (while the non-fluent case is not), then we will obviously
need some way of distinguishing between the two cases. Clearly, the appeal to phenomenological factors—the appeal to transparent equipment—is one way of making
this distinction. But it is not the only way that such a distinction might be made.
15 For present purposes, we will assume that abilities, capacities, and dispositional beliefs are particular kinds of dispositional property. Other kinds of dispositional property include tendencies, proclivities,
capabilities, propensities, and potentialities.
16 The dispositional hypothesis is, we suggest, broadly consistent with the way that cognitive extension
has been discussed in the philosophical literature. Wilson and Clark (2009), for example, draw attention
to the importance of dispositional properties (specifically, cognitive capacities) in their discussion of socalled coupling conditions. The purpose of these conditions, they suggest, is to support the ascription of
cognitive capacities to a given individual, even though the capacities in question are ones that rely on a
distributed nexus of forces and factors, some of which lie external to the individual’s biological boundary:
“Such coupling conditions are meant to ensure that the capacities of the hybrid system—the biological
organism plus augmentation—are plausibly seen as the capacities of a specific individual (e.g. Otto). We
properly expect our individual agents to be mobile, more or less reliable, bundles of stored knowledge and
computational, emotional, and inferential capacities. So we need to be persuaded that the new capacities
enabled by the addition of the notebook are likewise sufficiently robust and enduring as to contribute to the
persisting cognitive profile that we identify as Otto the agent” (Wilson & Clark, 2009, p. 67).
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Our proposal is that the fluent and non-fluent cases are differentially effective in
eliciting the sort of disposition ascriptions that (according to the dispositional hypothesis) serve as the basis for claims of cognitive extension. In the fluent case, for example,
it seems perfectly appropriate to regard the human individual as possessing certain
abilities. Clearly, the user has an ability to interact with the technological device for
the purpose of producing certain outcomes. But we might be inclined to go beyond
this and credit the individual with another sort of ability—an ability (or perhaps a
capacity) to achieve certain sorts of cognitive outcome. (Consider, for example, that
I take myself to possess an ability to solve long multiplication problems, and this is
so even though the ability in question is one that relies on my facility with a range of
bio-external resources.) Things are much less clear in the non-fluent case. In this case,
our ability-based ascriptions are hampered by the fact that the user is struggling to use
the technological device. The fluent and non-fluent cases thus vary with regard to their
phenomenological characteristics (transparency vs. non-transparency), but they also
vary with regard to the ascription of certain sorts of dispositional properties (in this
case, abilities). This is important, for it is, we suggest, this latter difference that holds
the key to understanding the appeal to transparency in the active externalist literature.
In short, we suggest that transparency is a phenomenological feature of situations in
which we ascribe certain cognitive/mental dispositional properties to both ourselves
and others. From this perspective, transparency has nothing to do with constitutional
matters (or it is, at any rate, only indirectly related to such matters). Rather than being
relevant to constitutional matters, transparency is a phenomenological property of
situations in which we credit ourselves and others with the possession of certain dispositional properties—properties that, when manifest, are realized by mechanisms that
extend beyond the borders of the individual (or other entity) to which those properties
are ascribed.
It is important to note that there are two kinds of disposition ascription that might
be applied to the individual in the fluent case. The first of these is the ability to interact
with the technological device for the purpose of completing a cognitive task. As noted
above, however, there is another sort of ability that might be ascribed to the human
user, namely, an ability to produce, accomplish, or achieve a certain outcome using
the technological device. (Both these abilities, it should be clear, are absent in the
non-fluent case.) The difference between these ability-based ascriptions is admittedly
subtle, but it is nevertheless important. Consider that there is an important difference
between an ability to utilize pen and paper resources for the purpose of solving long
multiplication problems versus a ‘simple’ ability to solve long multiplication problems.
The two are, of course, related: in the absence of the former, it is hard to see how
we could be said to possess the latter. Nevertheless, when it comes to claims about
cognitive extension, it is, we suggest, the latter ability that is the important one. The
reason for this is that the latter ability plausibly counts as an extended ability. That
is to say, it is an ability-based dispositional property (D) that is ascribed to a human
individual (E), but the exercise of this ability (the disposition manifestation) is a process
(P) (the long multiplication process) that is realized by a mechanism (M) that extends
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beyond the borders of E.17 This differs from the former (non-extended) ability; i.e., the
ability to interact with a given bio-external resource. In this case, the exercise of the
ability is one that relies on mechanisms that are internal to the individual’s organismic
boundary; i.e., the neural and skeletomuscular mechanisms that support interaction
with a bio-external resource. Another way of thinking about this is to recognize that
there are two kinds of explanatory target associated with the fluent case: the first relates
to the question of how an individual is able to interact with a bio-external resource (e.g.,
a technological device), while the second relates to the question of how an individual
is able to (successfully) produce a certain outcome. These questions are apt to yield
different answers as regards the spatial extent of the mechanisms that are responsible
(in a constitutive sense) for the exercise or manifestation of the corresponding abilities
that are ascribed to the human individual.
Now note something important: the details of our interactions with a bio-external
resource are likely to be particularly salient in situations where phenomenal transparency is either absent or interrupted. Consider that if you can see me struggling to
use a technological device, then you will be much less inclined to say that I have an
ability to produce (or achieve) whatever it is that stems from the proficient use of that
device. The issue here is not so much whether I have an ability to produce a certain outcome; it is more the issue of whether I possess an ability to interact with a bio-external
resource in an appropriate manner. Similarly, if I can ‘see’ myself struggling to use a
technological device, then my attention will be drawn to the details of my interaction
with the device. In such a situation, it becomes difficult to credit myself with a simple
ability to produce (or achieve) whatever outcome stems from the proficient use of the
device, for it is precisely this proficiency that is called into question by my apparent
struggling. Contrast this with a state-of-affairs in which the technological device is
transparent equipment for me. In this case, the details of my interaction with the device
are not the focus of my attention/awareness, and there is, as such, no need for me to
reflect on my ability to use the device (my possession of this ability is, in fact, entailed
by the transparent nature of my exchanges with the device). Instead of focusing on one
sort of dispositional property (an ability to use a resource), I ‘see through’ the details of
my interaction with the device to another sort of ability, namely, an ability to produce
or achieve a certain outcome.18 Proficiency with bio-external resources thus helps us
overlook one sort of ability (an ability to use a resource for the purpose of producing
an outcome) in favor of another sort of ability (an ability to produce an outcome using
a resource).19 And is this latter sort of ability, we suggest, that forms the basis for
17 This does not mean that all the components of M are external to E. In the long multiplication case, for

example, it is likely that E will count as one of the components of M.
18 This does not mean that transparency is something that applies to abilities (and other dispositional properties). In short, we are not suggesting that abilities, themselves, are either transparent or non-transparent. It
is more that phenomenal transparency gives us no reason to reflect on the more basic suite of (biologicallybased) abilities that enable us to press bio-external resources into useful cognitive service. Thus, instead of
saying that our mathematical successes are due to our facility with pen and paper resources, we simply say
that we are in possession of certain mathematical abilities—rather than say we have an ability to use pen
and paper resources to solve long multiplication problems, we simply say that we are able to solve long
multiplication problems.
19 There is an interesting parallel here with the Otto 2-Step. The Otto 2-Step, recall, centers on the tension
between the ascription of two sorts of dispositional property: (1) the belief that museum-related information
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claims about extended cognizing. The phenomenological property of transparency is
typically associated with situations where our interaction with a bio-external resource
is glossed as expert, skilled, proficient, fluent, and trouble-free, but these are precisely
the sorts of situations where we credit ourselves and others with the possession of
dispositional properties that are (according to the dispositional hypothesis) subject to
extended mechanistic realization.
This approach to transparency provides us with a means of making sense of the
ostensible distinction between mere tools and genuine mind parts—a distinction that
is particularly prominent in debates about extended knowledge (Carter et al., 2018b;
Clark, 2015). We are thus happy to accept that the aforementioned fluent case is a
candidate case of cognitive extension, whereas the non-fluent case is not. Crucially,
however, this distinction has nothing to do with phenomenal transparency per se; it is
more to do with the fact that the ascription of certain dispositional properties relies on
the skilled, proficient, and expert use of bio-external resources. The more difficult it is
for a cognitive agent to exploit an external resource, the less inclined we are to ascribe
cognitive abilities/capacities to that entity, and without these abilities/capacities there
is no extended cognizing. There is no extended cognizing because there is no cognitive
ability/capacity that might be subject to extended mechanistic realization. That is to
say, there is no ability/capacity that, when manifest, is realized by the coordinated flow
of energy and information across a causally-interacting nexus of material objects, some
of which lie beyond the borders of the thing to which the ability/capacity is ascribed.
One of the virtues of the dispositional hypothesis is that it provides a common
approach to understanding extended cognition and the extended mind. In fact, all that
really changes in the shift from one form of cognitive extension to the other is the
nature of the dispositional property.20 Thus, in the Otto notebook case, our attention
shifts from the realm of cognitive abilities to the realm of dispositional beliefs, but this
shift has no real bearing on the way we understand the case. Nor does this shift in the
nature of the dispositional property radically alter the way we understand the appeal
to transparency. Just as we need to be sure that it makes sense to credit an individual
with a given cognitive ability/capacity, we also need to be sure that it makes sense to
credit Otto with certain dispositional beliefs, specifically, those that are ‘contained’
in his notebook device. What this means, in effect, is that Otto’s thoughts and actions
need to be coordinated with the notebook’s contents in such a way as to legitimate
the ascription of certain (dispositional) beliefs to Otto. It would make no sense to say
that Otto believes that MoMA is on 53rd Street if, when push comes to shove, Otto
does not behave in a manner that is consistent with the ascription of this belief. If we
ask Otto about MoMA’s location, then he should respond by saying “53rd Street.”
Similarly, if Otto desires to go to MoMA, then he should respond by going to 53rd
Footnote 19 continued
can be found in the notebook, and (2) the belief that MoMA is on 53rd Street. Clark (2008a) responds to
this problem by invoking the notion of transparency as a means of deflecting attention away from the former
(non-extended) belief towards the latter (extended belief). This resembles our own approach to transparency,
in the sense that transparency is helping us overlook one sort of disposition ascription in favor of another.
20 As noted in Sect. 1, claims about extended cognition are typically formulated with respect to explanatory
kinds that are relevant to cognitive science (e.g., cognitive abilities and cognitive capacities). This contrasts
with claims about the extended mind, which are typically formulated with respect to explanatory kinds that
are relevant to folk psychology (e.g., states of dispositional belief).
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Street. If this should not be the case—if Otto should desire to go to MoMA, but then
end up going to 43rd Street—then we would have little reason to credit Otto with the
belief that MoMA is on 53rd Street. At the very least, there would be little reason to
regard the notebook entries as providing us with any sort of folk psychological grip
over Otto’s behavior.
At a minimum, then, the contents of the notebook must serve as a reliable guide
to Otto’s actual and counterfactual behavior. This, we suggest, helps us understand
the appeal to automatic endorsement in arguments for the extended mind (Clark &
Chalmers, 1998; Clark, 2010). Automatic endorsement is important, for we want to
avoid situations in which Otto is inclined to question the notebook entries, as might
be the case if Otto deems the notebook to be an unreliable source of museum-related
information. If Otto should deem the notebook to be unreliable, then he may question
(and quite possibly reject) the information that is contained therein. This, however,
presents us with a significant problem, for it now becomes unclear what Otto will do
in those situations where the possession of a dispositional belief is evidenced by his
overt behavior. If, for example, Otto should read that MoMA is on 53rd Street, but then
decide that the information cannot be correct and go somewhere other than 53rd Street,
then there would be nothing to substantiate the claim that Otto believes (in either a
dispositional or occurrent sense) that MoMA is on 53rd Street. It is precisely for this
reason, we suggest, that transparency looks to be important for the extended mind.
For it is by insisting on transparency that we reduce the risk of Otto subjecting the
notebook entries to critical scrutiny. Such forms of scrutiny (e.g., wondering whether
or not the notebook entries are correct) open the door to situations in which Otto’s
thoughts and actions might run counter to what is written in the notebook. But if
that should be the case, then the notebook entries will fail to provide us with any
sort of folk psychological grip over Otto’s actual and counterfactual behavior. The
problem, here, it should be clear, is not so much the extent to which the notebook
figures as a constituent element in Otto’s mental machinery; it is more that in the
absence of certain assumptions about how Otto will relate to his notebook it becomes
increasingly difficult to treat the notebook as a source of information about the sorts
of beliefs that Otto has.
All this, we suggest, alters the way we think about transparency in an active externalist context. Rather than regard transparency as a criterion for cognitive extension, or as
something that helps us resolve the constitutive relevance of bio-external resources, our
own approach ties transparency to the way we ascribe certain sorts of mental/cognitive
dispositional properties to particular cognitive agents. This sort of role is not best
understood with respect to the notion of a “constituency condition.” Instead, we suggest that issues of transparency are more concerned with ownership-related issues,
specifically, the problem of cognitive ownership. This is a recognized problem within
the active externalist literature,21 although it has seldom been the target of specialist
philosophical attention. The problem of cognitive ownership concerns the way we
21 As noted by Clark (2011, p. 454), much of the work relating to extended cognition and the extended

mind is “best seen as an investigation of… [the] conditions which must be met so as to ensure the proper
ownership of some candidate extended process by a distinct cognitive agent…” (original emphasis). For
detailed treatments of the problem of cognitive ownership, see Wheeler (2018), Rupert (2013), and
(especially) Rowlands (2010, Chap. 6).
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assign ‘ownership’ of extended cognitive/mental phenomena to a particular cognitive
agent, as when we say that a given cognitive capacity (or other dispositional property)
‘belongs’ to a particular human individual. According to the dispositional hypothesis,
the problem of cognitive ownership is the problem of ensuring that a given cognitive
agent (e.g., a human individual) possesses a certain dispositional property (a cognitive
capacity, ability, dispositional belief, and so on). It is precisely at this point, we suggest, that issues of phenomenal transparency start to look important, for transparency
is a feature of situations in which matters of cognitive ownership are resolved via
our ascriptive efforts, as when we say that agent X believes (in a dispositional sense)
that MoMA is on 53rd Street or that agent Y has the ability/capacity to solve long
multiplication problems.
By drawing attention to the link between transparency and disposition ascriptions,
we avoid many of the problems and pitfalls that were discussed in Sect. 3. In respect
of constitutive relevance (see Sect. 3.1), for example, we can see that transparency
has absolutely no bearing on the way we individuate the components of mechanisms.
At the same time, however, transparency is likely to be a feature of those situations
in which we credit ourselves and others with the possession of certain dispositional
properties—properties that, when manifest, are realized by the operation of extended
mechanisms.
Exotic forms of cognitive extension (see Sect. 3.2) present no problem for the
dispositional hypothesis, for the dispositional hypothesis is neutral as regards the
nature of E (the subject of cognitive extension). E could, for example, be a plant, a
spider, or an AI system, thereby allowing for the possibility of non-human forms of
cognitive extension. The extent to which spiders possess any sort of phenomenology
is, of course, unclear; nevertheless, if we were to encounter a spider that appeared
unable to spin a web, then we would no doubt be reluctant to credit the spider with a
web-spinning ability. In this case, there would be no reason to talk of extended abilities
(cognitive or otherwise), because the spider just wouldn’t have the abilities that, in
more propitious circumstances, might have relied on the instantiation of a mechanism
that extended beyond the borders of the spider’s organismic boundary (see Smart et
al., 2010).
When it comes to the classic case of Otto and the extended mind, we can see how
the dispositional hypothesis obviates the potential tension between phenomenal and
functional parity (see Sect. 3.3). From the standpoint of the dispositional hypothesis,
the overarching concern is to ensure that a certain sort of dispositional property (i.e.,
a dispositional belief) is ascribed to Otto. Transparency may well be a feature of
such situations—situations in which we are content to make this sort of disposition
ascription—but it need not be an essential (i.e., necessary) feature of extended mind
scenarios.
Finally, the dispositional hypothesis addresses many of the concerns raised by the
shifting boundaries thesis (see Sect. 3.4). Note, for example, that dispositional properties tend to be somewhat enduring. An ability to solve long multiplication problems
is thus something that can persist despite the presence of hitches and glitches to the
runtime manifestation of that ability. If the pen should break while one is attempting
to solve a long multiplication problem, then one’s ability to solve such problems is
not lost as a result. To be sure, if one should encounter a lot of problems with the
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exercise or manifestation of an ability, then one might begin to wonder if it is still
appropriate to regard oneself as possessing that ability (others may wonder about this
too). This, however, is perfectly consistent with the idea that transparency is a feature
of situations in which matters of cognitive ownership are resolved courtesy of our
ascriptive efforts.

5 Conclusion
The active externalist literature suggests that there is an important link between phenomenal transparency and cognitive extension. To date, however, the nature of this
link remains obscure. In the present paper, we examined two ways of understanding
the appeal to transparency. The first relates to the idea that transparency is necessary for cognitive extension. The second relates to the idea that transparency can be
used to resolve disputes pertaining to the constitutive (versus merely causal) status of
bio-external resources.
The present analysis offers little in the way of support for either of these proposals.
We thus reject the idea that transparency ought to be seen as necessary for cognitive
extension. We also challenge the idea that transparency can be interpreted along the
lines of a constituency condition for bio-external resources. Inasmuch as transparency
has any bearing on constitutional matters, it is, we suggest, unlikely to be one that is
best understood via the notion of constitutive relevance.
In the wake of this critique, we sought to outline a new account of cognitive
extension—one that helps us understand the putative importance of transparency
to claims about extended cognition and the extended mind. According to this
account—dubbed the dispositional hypothesis—cognitive extension occurs when the
mechanisms responsible for the manifest occurrence of a cognitive/mental dispositional property (e.g., a cognitive ability, cognitive capacity, or dispositional belief)
include components that lie beyond the borders of the thing (e.g., the human individual)
to which the dispositional property is ascribed. Relative to this way of understanding
cognitive extension, transparency is a feature of situations that support the ascription
of dispositional properties to both ourselves and others. In cases of extended cognition, for example, transparency looks to be important because it is associated with
the proficient use of tools as part of the performance of cognitive tasks. But it is not
really the transparency that motivates claims of cognitive extension; it is more that
proficiency is one of the things that leads us to credit ourselves and others with the
possession of dispositional properties, and it is the possession of these dispositional
properties that provides the basis for claims of cognitive extension.
All this, we suggest, alters the way we think about transparency in an active externalist context. Rather than being relevant to constitutional problems (i.e., whether or
not a given resource forms part of an individual’s cognitive machinery), the notion of
transparency is best understood with respect to a somewhat different problem, namely,
the problem of cognitive ownership. From the standpoint of the dispositional hypothesis, this problem is concerned with the ascription of dispositional properties—the
conditions under which certain entities can be said to possess certain dispositional
properties. Transparency looks to be important here because it is a phenomenological
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feature of situations that inform the nature of our ascriptive efforts. This is especially
so when it comes to our understanding of our own abilities and capacities, and thus our
subjective sense of who we are, what we know, and what we can do. Again, however,
it is a mistake to regard transparency as a criterion for cognitive extension. Transparency is just a feature of situations in which we are inclined to credit ourselves and
others with the possession of certain dispositional properties—properties that, when
manifest, rely on forces and factors that lie external to the borders of skin and skull.
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